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The Goeschenenalp Rock-Fili Dam Project, Switzerland

Le projet du barrage en enrochement du Gœschenenalp

by Dr. Ing. W. E g g e n b e r g e r ,  Electro-Watt Electrical and Industrial Management Co., Ltd., Zurich, Switzerland

Sommaire

L’auteur donne un aperçu du projet de l’usine de Gœschenenalp 
(études et direction des travaux: Electro-Watt S.A., Zurich) et sou
ligne que c’est grâce à l’équipement technique mis au point dans les 
dernières années que cet aménagement pourra être réalisé avec profit.

Le barrage de Gœschenenalp constitue la partie la plus intéres
sante des travaux. Il créera un réservoir de retenue de 75 millions 

de m3; son volume est de 7,5 millions de m3, sa longueur au cou
ronnement de 540 m et sa hauteur maximum de 135 m. Les résultats 
de nombreux sondages, exécutés pour la plupart d’après le procédé 
Burckhard, ont corroboré les résultats des sondages géoséismiques 
et ont milité en faveur d’un barrage en enrochement. Ils ont fourni 
en plus, lors des recherches sur l’emplacement exact de la roche, 
des renseignements sur les alluvions dont on prévoit l’utilisation 

pour le remblayage du barrage. Des sondages exécutés dans 
l’emprise du barrage ont montré que le terrain aval est résistant 
bien que très incliné. Le sous-sol de fondation à l’amont présente 
des couches intercalées de tourbe de très faible résistance. La con
formation et la position de la roche, qui forme un monticule aplati 
dans l’axe du barrage, a permis de relier sans difficulté le noyau 

étanche à la roche. On n’a pas trouvé aux abords immédiats un dépôt 
naturel qui pourrait constituer une zone de prélèvement de matériau 
imperméable.

Sur la base de ces résultats l’Electro-Watt, en collaboration avec 
les Laboratoires de Recherches Hydrauliques et de Mécanique des

Terres de l’Ecole polytechnique fédérale à Zurich, a fait choix pour 

le barrage du profil type suivant:
1° Un noyau central étanche, composé de sable fin et de gravier 

d’un diamètre inférieur à 100 mm avec adjonction d’un liant. Celui-ci 
pourrait être soit de la bentonite (à raison de 4% du poids du maté
riau) soit de l’argile (à raison de 16% du poids du matériau). Il est 
intéressant de mentionner que lorsque la teneur en eau du matériau 
de remblayage est la plus favorable au point de vue de l’imperméa
bilité, on obtient une imperméabilité minimum avec un matériau 
compacté à une teneur en eau de 1-2% supérieure à la teneur opti

mum pour le compactage. La résistance au cisaillement diminue dans 
ce cas de 30 à 50%. Le rapport entre la pression hydrostatique et 
l’épaisseur du noyau est constamment égal à 3 :1.

2° Deux filtres situés de chaque côté du noyau et destinés à éviter 

la formation de renards.
3° Deux massifs d’appui formés par des enrochement dont les plus 

gros blocs ont un volume allant jusqu’à % m3 sur les parements du 

barrage.
Plusieurs projets du noyau étanche ont été étudiés: un parafouille 

en béton de ciment Portland, un parafouille en béton bitumineux ou 

un noyau étanche continu en béton bitumineux. Ces projets ont été 
abandonnés pour des raisons d’exécution ou d’économie. La solu
tion adoptée prévoit un noyau étanche contenant de la bentonite 

ou de l’argile.

Introduction
Several years ago a scheme was projected for using more of 

the hydraulic power of the Reuss River in the canton of Uri. 

This project included a storage reservoir on the Goeschenen

alp which was to feed a power plant located at Goeschenen. 

The installation was planned as an extension to the two existing 

power plants of Wassen and Amsteg already in operation 

downstream from Goeschenen. The reservoir was intended to 

increase the winter capacity of both plants. The project had 

to be abandoned due to the prohibitive cost of the construction.

Since the Swiss contractors are now equipped with modern 

American machinery, they are in a position to undertake ex

tensive earthworks at a relatively low cost. Therefore, the 

Goeschenen plant was given new consideration. This was modi-

fied to the extent that instead of the gravity dam previously 

projected, it was decided to build a rock-fill dam which would 

cost little more than half as much as a gravity dam.

The preliminary work has already begun and the first half 

of the 6 miles (10 km) access road is now completed.

The Goeschenen power plant uses the discharge of three 

rivers (i.e. the Dammareuss, the Chelenreuss and the Voralper- 

reuss) between Goeschenenalp and Goeschenen.

In addition the water of the upper Urseren valley is diverted 

into the storage reservoir.

The natural catchment area covers 16 sq.miles (42 km2), its 

area will be brought up to 45 sq.miles (116 km2) by draining 

the neighbouring valleys. The rock-fill dam [height 440 ft.
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(134 m), length of crest 1770 ft. (540 m), volume 9.8 million 

cu.yd. (7.5 million m3)] will create a reservoir with a useful 

storage capacity of 60,800 acres/ft. (75 million m3).

The water will be conducted first through a pressure tunnel, 

located on the southern flank of the valley, to the surge tank 

and then, through a steel-lined pressure shaft, to the under

ground power plant. This will be equipped with 4 vertical 

Pelton turbines with an installed capacity of 126,000 kW. The 

mean energy production will amount to 320 million kWh a 

year.

As the village of Goeschenen—which is the highest station 

on the St. Gotthard Railway line—is situated in the centre of 

Switzerland, it will be easy to supply the energy produced there 

to the main consumption area by means of a comparatively 

short transmission line.

The most interesting part of the installation is the rockfill 

storage dam at Goeschenenalp. The Elektro-Watt Electrical 

and Industrial Management Co. Ltd., of Zurich, is in charge of 

design and construction. Work on soil mechanics matters is 

carried out after consultation with the Laboratory for Hydraulic 

Research and Soil Mechanics of the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology.

Subsoil Exploration

Between 1950 and 1953 seismic survey, percussion-, rotation- 

and alluvium-borings, were carried out. Galleries and shafts 

were also excavated in the dam area in order to supplement 

information about:

(a) the rock conditions;

(b) the soil constituents and their distribution.

For the alluvium borings, the Burckhart bored-pile system 

was used [diameter: 10 in. (250 mm)]. This system allowed the 

extraction of representative samples for the petrography and 

the granulometry, but the information about stratification was 

inadequate. Difficulties arose because big blocks were encoun

tered which would not be overcome by blasting or casing, and 

the sounding test had to be abandoned. The total length of 

the alluvium borings amounted to 700 lin.ft. (215 m) at the end 

of 1952.

The boring results, however, showed that the subsoil o f the 

basin is very heterogeneous; pervious gravel-sand layers are 

interspersed with muddy sand layers of low permeability. On 

many points, particularly at the upstream toe of the dam, the 

presence of peat and weathered rock layers was ascertained.

Five shafts and two galleries were excavated within the talus 

fan; they showed evidence of rock material at a great depth. 

The voids are mostly filled with sand and loamy sand, some

times with gravel.

Percussion and rotary borings were carried out at the dam 

site with a view to checking the position of the bedrock as 

established by geological forecasts and seismic surveys. They 

also disclosed information about the composition of the rock 

zones traversed, and furnished a permeability survey of loose 

soils and rocks.

As a result of five soundings in the dam area, it was found 

that the rock is overlain by a river deposit up to 120 ft. (37 m) 

in thickness, consisting of sand, gravel and boulders with a 

relatively small content of fine-grained material.

From investigations of the soil beneath the dam it appeared 

that it would be possible to place the dam directly on the rock 

foundation in the abutment parts. In the area of the dam axis, 

the bedrock (in the Reuss gorge) lies under a 26-33 ft. (8-10 m) 

thick layer of alluvial deposits. This is connected to a rock

Fig. 1 Aerial Photograph—Storage Dam and Reservoir 
Vue aérienne - Barrage et lac d’accumulation

saddle from where the rock ledge slopes down south and forms 

a wide depression, filled with mountain waste, whose maximum 

depth is 128 ft. (39 m).

The surveys of the dam subsoil disclosed three different 

zones :

(а) downstream toe of the dam,

(б) upstream toe of the dam, right side of the valley,

(c) upstream toe of the dam, left side of the valley.

The material of the downstream area is constituted of coarse

grained materials containing big blocks. More than a half of

Fig. 2 General View of Site—Catchment Area 
Plan d’ensemble - Bassins versants
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these materials have a grain size over 2 in. (50 mm). This fact, 

together with the good permeability, makes a high shearing 

resistance reasonably certain.

The upstream toe zone on the right side is characterised by 

a substantially higher content of fine constituents as compared 

with the downstream side. It contains sand lenses of various 

sizes interspersed with coarse-grained material. There is no 

intimate contact between the coarse constituents, as is the case 

on the downstream side. The average permeability is estimated 

as between k  =  10-2 and 10-4 cm/sec.

The left part o f the upstream toe zone of the dam consists 

of a 30 ft. (9 m) thick coarse-grained upper layer, underlain 

by layers of loamy sand with intercalations and lenses of peat, 

which goes down to the bedrock. This zone shows a tendency 

to local failures that might be prejudicial to the stability of the 

dam; its removal has been considered.

Investigations with respect to the materials available for the 

construction of the core showed, on the basis o f grain size 

analysis, that a sufficient quantity of materials of adequate 

grain size lies in the upper 33 ft. (10 m) of the valley floor. But, 

as most of this material is cohesionless, its use for the imper

vious core will require the admixture of some binders.

The talus fans, which are being considered for borrow pits 

for the construction of the supporting shells, were explored by 

galleries. Coarse-grained and block material was found down 

to a great depth; the voids are largely filled with gravel and 

sand. Thus an adequate quantity of pervious material of high 

shear strength is provided.

Exploratory results may be summarized as follows:

The subsoil on the upstream side is not very suitable for a 

dam foundation. The materials found in this area show struc

tural sensitivity and low shearing strength, especially at depths 

of more than 65 ft. (20 m) below the surface.

The natural barrage line (a flat granite saddle), on the other 

hand, is very suitable for the dam foundation and bonding with 

the rock can be obtained without difficulty.

The subsoil on the downstream side slopes steeply and no 

difficulty is expected in respect of physical properties.

On the basis of these findings, it was necessary to move the 

dam valleywards as far as possible in order to avoid the zones 

with low shearing resistance. On the other hand, on account 

of the slope of the ground, this displacement is necessarily 

restricted by the rapidly increasing volume of the structure it 

involves.

The position that has been agreed upon is therefore a com

promise.

Storage Dam Section
Unfortunately no clay material was available at the dam 

site; as mentioned above only substantial strata of fine sand 

were found in the alluvia of the Goeschenenalp. Consequently 

the impervious core has been designed with admixture of some 

foreign materials.

Therefore the dam was designed with supporting shells built 

of talus material and with an impervious diaphragm of the 

smallest possible volume. In order to obtain a high degree of 

impermeability within the core, and to avoid differential settle

ments, only a dam with a symmetrical behaviour, resulting of 

its structure, could be considered. But, on the other hand, this 

design has the disadvantage that only half of the dam section 

is subjected to the water pressure, and that the detection of 

damage in the diaphragm and its repair is almost out of the 

question.

Impervious Core
Clear sand, such as is found in the alluvial deposits, is not 

very suitable for building the impervious core because of its 

grain structure; it is too pervious and may be washed out. In 

order to remedy this deficiency, experiments have been made 

by the Laboratory of Hydraulic Research and Soil Mechanics

Fig. 3 Storage Reservoir—Site Map including Location of Soundings
Lac d’accumulation - Plan de situation indiquant la position des sondages
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Fig. 4 Storage Dam—Topography of the Rock as Established by Seismic Surveys 
Barrage - Position du rocher d’après les sondages géoséismiques

of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology at Zurich with 

binders such as opalinuston (a ground argillaceous slate from 

the Juramountains) and bentonite. Tests were carried out on 

sand samples with admixtures of either clay or bentonite to 

determine the permeability. It appeared that the same degree 

of impermeability could be attained with the admixture of one- 

quarter as much bentonite as o f clay.

The water content during placing is of primary importance. 

It has been noted that the lowest permeability is obtained when 

the water content during placement is held 1-2% higher than 

the optimum required on the basis of compaction tests. On 

the other hand, this additional 1-2% moisture causes a reduc

tion in shear strength of 30 to 50%, due mostly to excess pore 

water pressure.

Tests extended over a long period (more than 100 days) in

dicated no increase in the permeability by an excessive seepage 

gradient i =  80:1. If properly constructed filters are used the 

danger of piping is practically non-existent.

After extensive testing the following binder mixes were pro

posed :

Admixture: 4% bentonite or 16% opalinuston.

The percentages (by weight) are referred to the 0-0.4 in.

Fig. 5 Storage Dam—Longitudinal Section
Barrage - Coupe de la vallée suivant l’axe du barrage
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Cemenl - Concrehe 
Core

Asphalt- - Concrete 
Core

Fig. 6 Storage Dam—Cross Section—Différent Types of Cores 
Barrage - Coupe - Projets de noyaux étanches

Asphalt- - Concref-e 
Core

Benhonih- or Clay- 
Sand- Core

(0-10 mm) fraction of the alluvial material, whose maximum 

grain size is 4 in. (100 mm).

The average seepage gradient in the core is constant at 3 :1,

i.e. is based on a height to width ratio.

The problem of proper bonding between the core and the 

ledge rock has been given special attention and various solu

tions were investigated.

Cutoff walls of concrete are no longer commonly used in 

many countries. At Goeschenenalp, a concrete wall with a 

maximum height of 170 ft. (52 m) would be acted upon by high 

pressure that would probably cause damage in spite of strong 

reinforcement, and so this solution was abandoned. An asphalt- 

concrete cutoff wall was also considered, for such a wall can 

adjust itself to external pressure, but the bonding from the 

cutoff wall to the bentonitic or clayey core was found difficult.

These considerations lead the designers to decide on a pro

ject in which the cutoff will be integral with the core, i.e. the 

core is directly founded on the ledge rock and is made of a 

single impervious medium, which is either asphalt-concrete or 

sand with admixture of bentonite or clay. For construction

and economy reasons the second solution was agreed upon. 

This core shows substantial advantages from the soil mechanics 

point of view as well as in construction. It can be built down 

to the rock without any modification in its shape and the same 

method of construction can be applied throughout and thus 

any discontinuity within the core can be avoided. Subsequently 

the stress acting on the core is the same all along its length and 

also, as a result, the factor of safety with regard to any risk of 

failure caused by internal erosion is the same at any point. The 

junctions which tends towards perviousness are consequently 

reduced to a minimum, i.e. at the bond with the rock.

In order to reduce excavation, the design of a bentonite-sand 

or clay-sand core of reduced width was investigated for its 

practicability. The salient character of this project is the con

siderably increased strain to which the material is subjected as 

a result of seepage. Therefore, the admixture of a sealing agent 

had to be substantially increased so as to keep the seepage 

losses as low as possible. But, as far as we are able to judge 

from the behaviour of the sealing agent so far, permeability 

does not decrease in direct proportion to the admixture of

Grouting gallery

Fig. 7 Storage Dam—Cross Section
Barrage en enrochement - Coupe

(1) Impervious core 
Noyau étanche

(2) Filter zone 
Couche filtrante

(3) Alluvial material 
Gravier

(4) Talus material, blocks max. 9 cu.ft.
Eboulis, blocs max. i ma

(5) Talus material, blocks max. 27 cu.ft.
Eboulis, blocs max. i m3

(6) Talus material and excavation material from galleries, blocks 
max. 27 cu.ft.
Eboulis et déblais, blocs max. i m'
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bentonite or clay, but remains approximately constant when 

the optimum percentage is exceeded. Because of this fact the 

thickness of the cutoff wall cannot be calculated in inverse 

relation to the admixture of the binders. Although tests which 

have been carried out with a seepage gradient of up to 50:1 

did not show any unfavourable results, the fact that local bor

der conditions in the terrain may be much less favourable 

should not be overlooked. Even with a high admixture of 

binder, there still remains the risk of internal erosion leading 

to leakages.

Following the considerations mentioned above, it was de

cided not to reduce the width of the core and a sand core with 

admixture of bentonite or clay with a seepage gradient i = 3 : 1  

was definitely agreed upon. The minimum width of the core 

at the elevation of the normal storage level is 18 ft. (5.5 m). 

Admixture of bentonite or clay binder to the upgraded sand- 

gravel [maximum grain size: 4 in. (100 mm)] amounts to 4% 

and 16%, respectively, by weight referred to the 0-0.4 in. (0-

10 mm) component.

Filter Zones

To protect the core against horizontal piping particularly at 

the lateral edges, a filter zone has been designed which will 

serve as a transition between the fine core material and the 

coarse-grained material of the supporting shells.

Up to date only a few experiments on the required compo

sition of the filter zone have been made. Nevertheless, it ap

pears that selected alluvial material with a suitable grain size 

is satisfactory for this purpose.

As an extra transition zone between the filter layer and the 

material of the supporting zone, alluvial material of maximum 

8 in. (200 mm) block size is used, taken from borrow pits up

stream the dam site.

Supporting Shell

There are sufficient deposits of construction materials in the 

vicinity for the supporting shells. The permeability, shearing 

strength and compression strength of these talus materials is 

satisfactory. Examination of the grain size distribution sug

gests that the material may be placed without further prepa

ration. It consists of:

Talus material, blocks max. 9 cu.ft. ( |  m 3),

Talus material, blocks max. 27 cu.ft. (f  m3),

Talus material and quarry run rocks, blocks max. 27 cu.ft. 

(f m 3).

As the alluvium borings at the upstream toe of the dam show 

the conditions are unsuitable for the foundation (peat and 

loamy sand layers), this alluvial material will either have to 

be partly excavated, or be consolidated by means of a counter

weight placed at the toe of the dam in order to prevent failure 

of the subsoil.

Design and profile of the Goeschenenalp dam are based on 

the results of tests and the recommendations made by the 

Laboratory of Hydraulic Research and Soil Mechanics of the 

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. Construction 

work will start in the near future. At the same time an exten

sive programme of large-scale tests under actual field conditions 

will be carried out with a view to working out the final con

struction specifications.
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